Using NCCI’s Riskworkstation™ Tool to Access Risk-Specific Information

Last year, more than 2 million underwriters and agents accessed Riskworkstation™, utilizing its features more than 10 million times. Are your underwriters and agents taking advantage of this essential tool?

Get Risk-Specific Information

Riskworkstation simplifies the underwriting process by providing everything you need in one place:

- **Mods/Worksheets**—Order the mod factor for quick reference or the worksheet for a more detailed look
- **RiskSnapshot® Report**—Analyze up to 10 years of mod information in one convenient report
- **Risk History Report**—Review five years of payroll and claims by state and class code—a great report for both rated and non-rated risks
- **Research Tools**—A.M. Best and International Risk Management Institute (IRMI) partnerships put valuable tools at your fingertips right in Riskworkstation

Try Out a Test Mod

The Test Mod tool within Riskworkstation allows users to try out hypothetical what-if scenarios. What will the effect on a mod be if:

- Claims drop off of next year’s worksheet?
- A safety program is reevaluated?
- A merger or acquisition takes place?

"Customers tell us that one of the most useful features of Riskworkstation is Test Mod," says Lisa Jarnot, director of product management at NCCI. "It’s a great asset and saves a lot of time."

Learn More at ncci.com

Check out the Learning Center on ncci.com for two webinars that explain the key features and benefits of Riskworkstation and its Test Mod function. Both are available free of charge and each can be viewed in 20 minutes or less.

Visit us at ncci.com or contact NCCI’s Customer Service Center at 800-622-4123 to learn more.

“My time is valuable and Riskworkstation allows me to gather information in an instant!”—Riskworkstation User

“It gives me information that I can’t find anywhere else. It makes me sound smart.”—Riskworkstation User